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6

Abstract7

Many social media adopt a ranking method in which comments are ranked in the order of the8

number of ratings attached to each comment. However, this method has the disadvantage of9

ratings being concentrated on comments posted at an early stage. Even if there are10

high-quality comments posted later, most of them are buried without being noticed. This11

paper proposes a ranking method that considers not only the ratings for each comment but12

also the previous ratings the comment poster has received. The effectiveness of the proposed13

method is evaluated through a simulation. We demonstrate that with the proposed method,14

high-quality comments are displayed in the higher positions regardless of the posting period.15

16

Index terms— ranking method, comment, social media, rating, comment poster.17

1 Introduction18

n recent years, there has been explosive growth in the field of social media. Common examples include social19
networking services such as Facebook [1], video sites such as YouTube [2], social news websites such as Digg [3]20
and Yahoo! News [4], and shopping sites such as Amazon [5]. One major characteristic of these sites is that they21
allow users to post comments and provide ratings. Research on these trends and their effects is flourishing [6,7].22
With social media, a wide variety of communities have been formed and the actions of their users are influenced23
by the information provided by other users. For example, in the case of Amazon, users: 1. Visit the site and24
browse the product lineup, 2. View the comments and ratings for the products, 3. Purchase a product after25
researching comments and ratings of the products, and 4. In turn provide comments and ratings for the product.26
These types of actions are seen in various social media [8]. It can be argued that the comments and ratings of27
other users have a greater influence on a user’s decision than the product itself. In other words, on the Web,28
comments and ratings are extremely important elements. Therefore, social media sites provide content ranking29
on the basis of the comments and ratings attached to their content.30

Author ? : Ehime University, Japan.31
As the comments are written by ordinary users, some of them are suitable for reference by a large number of32

users, and some are not. In order to show users high-quality comments, social media attach ratings to not only33
the content but also the comments themselves, creating a comment ranking system based on ratings. With this34
ranking system, higher quality comments are displayed at a higher rank and viewed by a larger number of users.35

Many social media adopt a ranking method in which comments are ranked in the order of the number of ratings36
attached to each comment, but this method has the disadvantage of ratings being concentrated on comments37
posted at an early stage (right after the content is created). This is evident in the comment ranking of Yahoo!38
News, where the posting times of many top comments for an article are close to the time the article was published.39
Even if there are high-quality comments posted later, most of them are buried without being noticed. Improving40
the reliability of comment ranking is vital to distinguish high-quality comments and to ensure that they are41
viewed by more people. Therefore, this study proposes a ranking method that considers not only the ratings for42
each comment but also the previous ratings the comment poster has received. The effectiveness of the proposed43
method is evaluated through a simulation.44
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6 A) RANKING METHOD BASED ON THE RATINGS FOR COMMENTS

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we outline several researches related to comment ranking.45
In section III, we describe existing methods of comment ranking, which are later compared with the proposed46
methods in the simulation. Section IV explains the proposed methods and section V examines the simulation47
results. Finally, section VI concludes this paper.48

2 II.49

3 RELATED WORK50

Chiao-Fang et al. [9] have attempted to resolve the problems of comment ranking using regression analysis. Using51
a model for the analysis with support vector regression (SVR), characteristics such as volume of information and52
characters are filtered from the comment text data and ranked according to the normalized discounted cumulative53
gain (NDCG). In addition, analysis is performed on the basis of not only Year each characteristic but also a54
combination of several characteristics. SVR enhances support vector machine (SVM) learning to deal with the55
issue of regression [10]. SVM is one of the learning models that contrive to output highly discriminatory features56
in relation to unlearned data. NDCG is an index that rates compatibility with related items through several57
steps. The results show that learning ranking models using SVR have higher compatibility than existing methods58
such as random ranking. In addition, a ranking method known as boosted ranking has been proposed. This59
method calculates the average and standard deviation of the number of ratings for comments whose order of60
posting is the same among the comments attached to the entire content and uses them to revise the ranking.61
For example, if a comment is the tenth one posted for a certain content item and a higher number of ratings62
have been collected than the average number of ratings for the tenth posted comments for all content items, this63
comment is judged to be of good quality and moved to a higher rank. Conversely, if it has a lower number of64
ratings than the average number, it is moved to a lower rank.65

Onkar et al. [11] have developed a ranking method involving dynamic learning that considers comment66
rankings as a collection of objects and optimizes the edges that exist between the objects using Hodge analysis.67
The edge relationships between comment nodes (objects) are expressed using a matrix and the ranking is achieved68
by resolving the optimization problem defined from this. Compared with existing methods using objects, the69
calculation time is greatly improved and the method has a high level of compatibility.70

Using NDCG, Xuanhui et al. [12] have evaluated the compatibility of rankings achieved on the basis of71
indices such as comment length, time passed since the post, and the ratio of positive ratings to the total ratings.72
Furthermore, the results of testing each index using Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient showed that rankings73
created on the basis of the ratio of positive ratings achieved the highest level of compatibility.74

Martin et al. [13] have proposed the similarityreduced explicit semantic analysis method. This method75
identifies comments that are most closely related to the article content, from the comments attached to an76
article. Adriano et al. [14] have proposed a comment selection method that employs automatic machine learning77
to pick out high-quality comments from a group of comments.78

The above studies increased the reliability of rankings mainly by analyzing the content (text data) of the79
comments. In contrast, our study aims to improve the ranking by using the previous ratings of the comment80
poster. The proposed method can be applied to not only text comments but also comments made in the form of81
images, voice, or video.82

4 III.83

5 EXISTING METHODS84

In this section, we describe two existing ranking methods that will later be compared with the proposed methods85
in the simulation.86

6 a) Ranking method based on the ratings for comments87

The ranking method based on the ratings for comments is used in various services such as the comment system88
of Yahoo! News and customer reviews of Amazon. The way the rankings are created differs according to the89
service, but the mechanism is basically that comments that have collected a large number of positive ratings90
are displayed at higher ranks. However, this method has an issue in that ratings are concentrated on comments91
posted at an early stage and high-quality comments posted at a later stage get buried without attracting ratings.92
This is because as there are more opportunities for comments posted at an early stage to be displayed at a higher93
rank, there are also more opportunities for them to be rated. As it is difficult for comments posted at a later stage94
to be displayed, the number of times they are viewed by users is fewer, and hence, there are fewer opportunities95
for them to be rated.96

Many services allow users to attach either positive or negative ratings. However, this study only deals with97
positive ratings, and the more ratings the comment has, the higher in rank it will be displayed. The previously98
described differential in rating opportunities depending on the posting period is a problem unrelated to whether99
negative ratings are dealt with or not.100
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7 b) Boosted Ranking101

The boosted ranking method [9] makes improvements in relation to the issues discussed in the previous subsection.102
This ranking method uses the average and standard deviation of the number of ratings for comments posted in103
the same order (among comments posted for the entire content) to revise the ranking. In concrete terms, the104
rating value for a comment is calculated according to the following formula:105

With the boosted ranking method, high-quality comments from a later posting period can be pushed up higher106
in the ranking. However, as there are fewer opportunities to rank the comments from a later posting period even107
if they are high-quality comments, it remains where is the number of ratings for the comment, and and are the108
average and standard deviation of the number of ratings, respectively, for all comments whose order is the same109
as that of the posted comment. The comments are then displayed in the order of their rating values.110

8 ?? ??? ??111

IV.112

9 PROPOSED METHODS113

In this section, we describe the proposed ranking methods. Hereafter, a user is referred to as an agent. a) Ranking114
method based on the rated ratio of agents With the existing ranking methods explained in the previous section,115
as ratings are concentrated on the comments posted at an early stage, comments that are not of high quality may116
be displayed at a higher rank. This is because as there are many opportunities for comments posted at an early117
stage to be rated, even comments that are not of high quality can attract a large number of ratings. As there118
are fewer opportunities to view comments posted at a later stage even if they are high-quality comments, it is119
difficult for them to attract a large number of ratings. We propose a ranking method in which by reflecting the120
previous ratings of the agent, comments posted by ”superior” agents with high ratings are displayed at a higher121
rank even if they are posted at a later stage. In this method, an agent is evaluated on the basis of the rated122
ratio of the agent, which is obtained by dividing the total number of ratings obtained on all previous comments123
posted by this agent by the total number of times those comments are viewed.124

With this ranking method, as the ranking is created on the basis of not the ratings obtained by each comment125
but the ratings of the agent who posted the comment, it is possible to display the comments posted by superior126
agents regardless of the posting period. However, this method has a disadvantage that lowquality comments127
posted by an agent with high ratings continue to be displayed at a higher rank. b) Ranking method based on128
the rated ratio of agents and comments129

In this subsection, we propose a ranking method that considers not only the rated ratio of the agent posting130
the comment but also the rated ratio of each comment. This ranking method does not order comments on the131
basis of a specific rating value but rather calculates the ranking position of a comment when it is posted or132
obtains a rating, and places the comment in that position.133

The initial ranking position of a comment ( ) when it is posted is obtained using the following formula:134
Here, represents the total number of comments attached to the content at the point before the comment was135

posted (namely, the ranking position of the lowest ranked comment) and is the rated ratio of the agent posting136
the comment. Furthermore, is a non-negative constant defined in advance.137

In this paper, this is set to 0.2. The posted comment is placed in the ranking position obtained using the above138
formula and all comments that were at position or below are dropped by one position (Figure 1). In this way,139
as comments posted by superior agents are displayed at a comparatively higher rank immediately after being140
posted, there are sufficient opportunities to rate them even if they are posted at a later stage. The new ranking141
position for the comment that has obtained the rating is then calculated using the following formula and the142
comment is moved to that position (Figure 2).143

10 Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology144

Volume XIII Issue III Version I ?? cap = max[1, ??? bottom ? ??(1 ? ???c omment )?],145
?? eval?? eval = max??? cap , ??? cap + ??? current ? ?? cap ? ? ???1 ? ???a gent ???, ?? cap146
With this ranking method, the higher the rated ratio of the agent posting a comment is, the easier it is for147

the comment to be displayed at a higher rank. However, as a ranking position cap is set on the basis of the rated148
ratio of the comment itself, a low-quality comment posted by a superior agent is prevented from being continually149
displayed at a higher rank.© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US) ? ?150

where is a non-negative constant defined in advance and expresses the rated ratio of the comment itself.151

11 ?? (? 1)152

???c omment where is a non-negative constant defined in advance and represents the current position of the153
comment.154

12 ?? (? 1)155

?? current156
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15 B) RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

V.157

13 SIMULATION158

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed ranking method, we performed a simulation using a program created159
in C++. In this section, we explain the simulation conditions and then present our observations based on the160
results.161

14 a) Simulation Conditions162

The simulation in this study first generates 30 content items (equivalent to articles in the case of a news site).163
In its initial state, no comments are attached to those content items. The simulation then generates 300 agents164
and randomly sets agent parameters in the range to those agents. The higher this agent parameter, the better165
the agent and the greater the probability of a high-quality comment being posted.166

In this simulation, time units are referred to as ”turns.” A content browse interval is set at random between 1167
and 10 turns for each agent. Each agent browses the contents, attaches ratings to the comments for the contents,168
and posts comments in the following procedure every time the content browse interval passes.169

1. The agent randomly selects a content item to browse and views the comments attached to the content. At170
this time, the comment at a ranking position of has a probability of being viewed. The agent attaches a rating to171
the viewed comment with a probability of set for comment. 2. The agent posts a comment with a probability set172
randomly in advance within the range . For the comment, the comment parameter equivalent to the probability173
of the comment obtaining a rating is set randomly within the range . Here, is the agent parameter for the agent174
posting the comment. However, with a certain probability (referred to as an exceptional posting probability),175
the comment parameter is set at random within the range ,regardless of . The exceptional posting probability176
is set to a fixed value through a simulation and when it is set to a positive value, a superior agent may post177
low-quality comments. 3. The agent then moves to another randomly selected content item with a probability178
randomly set for each agent in advance within the range and repeats the procedure from step 1. When the agent179
decides ranking method based on the ratings for comments is referred to as Simple, the boosted ranking method180
is referred to as Boost, the ranking method based on the rated ratio of agents is referred to as Proposed-A,181
and the ranking method based on the rated ratio of agents and comments is referred to as Proposed-AC. The182
simulation is performed ten times under the same condition and the average of the results is plotted in a graph.183
?? 0.99 ?? ?? comment [0, 1] ?? comment [?? agent ? 0.2, ?? agent + 0.2] ?? agent [0, 1] ?? agent [0, 1]184

not to move, the agent terminates the procedure in the current turn.185
The simulation is performed according to the procedure above until 600 turns have been completed.186

15 b) Results and observations187

In this section, we present the results of the simulation and make some observations. Hereafter, the In Figure 3,188
we compare each method in regard to the average value of the comment parameter set for the comments in each189
of the top 50 positions for all the ?? = 0.2 G ?? content items. In the case of Proposed-AC, the parameter values190
for and are 0.2 and 0.6, respectively. Proposed-AC demonstrates the highest values for the average of comment191
parameter in the top ranking positions, which implies that Proposed-AC is successful in displaying high-quality192
comments at the top.193

Figure 4 shows a graph for Proposed-AC, comparing the average of comment parameter where is fixed at 0.2194
and is varied. Even where is varied, no significant differences emerge in the top four rankings, but from the fifth195
position, the differences begin to increase. The average of comment parameter for the first position is the highest196
when . Figure ?? shows a graph for Proposed-AC, comparing the average of comment parameter where is fixed197
at 0.6 and is varied. From these results, we can see that the value of has a major influence on the quality of198
comments displayed in the top ranked positions. The average of comment parameter for ranking positions 1 and199
2 are the highest when , but from the third position, the best results are seen when200

. From this, we can see that it is better to set when we emphasize the quality of the comments on the first201
and second positions, and when the aim is to generally display high-quality comments at higher rankings from202
the third position.203

Figure ?? shows a graph for Proposed-A and Proposed-AC, comparing cases where the exceptional posting204
probability (EX) is set at 0.2 and 0.0. In the case of Proposed-A, the average of comment parameter for the205
top rankings is much lower when EX is set at 0.2 than when it is set at 0.0. This is because with Proposed-A,206
low-quality comments posted by superior agents continue to be displayed in the top ranking positions. Since207
Proposed-AC considers the rated ratio of each comment in addition to the rated ratio of the agent, the quality208
of the top comments does not decrease even where EX is set at 0.2. Figure ?? demonstrates the comment209
distribution with the posting period for Proposed-AC, where EX is set at 0.2. The 600 turns in the simulation210
are divided into three, with the comments posted within the first 200 turns being referred to as ”early,” those211
posted during the next 200 turns as ”middle,” and the final 200 turns as ”late.” From this figure, we can see that212
the ranking order for Proposed-AC is significantly independent of the comment posting period and high-quality213
comments are displayed in the top ranking positions even when they are posted at a later period.214
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Figure ?? demonstrates the comment distribution with the posting period for Simple, where EX is set at215
0.2.In the case of Simple, high-quality comments posted at a later period linger around the lower rankings. Most216
comments in the higher rankings are those posted at an early stage.217
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17 CONCLUSION220

As the ranking order for existing ranking methods is significantly dependent on the comment G Figure ??221
compares the four ranking methods in terms of the distribution of comments posted during the late period. EX222
is set at 0.2. With Simple and Boost, most comments posted during the late period stay in the lower ranked223
positions. In contrast, with Proposed-A and Proposed-AC, high-quality comments posted in the late period are224
displayed in the higher ranked positions. Since Proposed-A only uses the rated ratio for the agent, low-quality225
comments are also displayed in the higher ranks. With Proposed-AC, the rated ratio of the comments is also226
considered, and hence, only highquality comments are displayed in the higher rank positions.227

posting period, there is an issue in that the higher ranked positions contain a mixture of high-and lowquality228
comments. To resolve this issue, this study has proposed a ranking method based on the previous ratings of the229
agent posting the comment. Furthermore, we have proposed a ranking method that also considers the rating of the230
comment itself as well as the agent rating. We have demonstrated that with the proposed method, high-quality231
comments are displayed in the higher positions regardless of the posting period. We have also demonstrated that232
by considering the ratings of both the agent and the comment, it is possible to prevent lower quality comments233
posted by superior agents from being continually displayed in higher ranking positions.234

In the future, we plan to create a web application using the proposed method, and thereby examine its235
practicability.236
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